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Abstract—Spare cells are often used in engineering change
order (ECO) timing optimization. By applying spare-cell rewiring
techniques, timing-violated paths in a design can be fixed. In
addition, mask re-spin cost economization has become a critical
challenge for modern IC design, and it can be achieved by
reducing the number of layers used to rewire spare cells.
This paper presents the first work for the problem of ECO
timing optimization considering redundant wires (unused wires
or dummy metals) to minimize the number of rewiring layers.
We first propose a multi-commodity flow model for the spare-
cell selection problem and apply integer linear programming
(ILP) to simultaneously optimize all timing-violated paths. The
ILP formulation minimizes the number of used spare cells and
considers the routability of the selected spare cells. Then, we
develop a tile-based ECO router which minimizes the number of
rewiring layers by reusing redundant wires. Experimental results
based on five industry benchmarks show that our algorithm not
only effectively resolves timing violations but also reduces the
number of rewiring layers under reasonable runtime.

I. INTRODUCTION

In modern circuit design, engineering change order (ECO), which
can be classified into functional ECO and timing ECO, is often
used to handle incremental design changes. Instead of redesigning
a circuit from scratch, ECO gives the opportunities such that a
design could meet new specifications or design constraints with
only small circuit modifications. In addition, reducing the number
of re-spin masks becomes critical since the costs of photomasks
are drastically increased [5]. Reusing transistor-layer masks and only
changing the metal-layer masks, which is known as metal-only ECO,
can significantly reduce re-spin cost since transistor-layer masks are
much more expensive than metal-layer ones.

Spare cells are often used to realize metal-only ECO. For func-
tional ECO, Kuo et al. utilized constant insertion to increase the
functional flexibilities of spare cells [7], and Modi and Marek-
Sadowska proposed a simulated annealing-based framework and
further optimized the total wire length [10]. Recently, Jiang et al.
proposed a matching-based ECO synthesizer using spare cells to
handle functional changes [6]. These studies emphasize on functional
correction, and timing is not the main focus.

For timing ECO, the most popular techniques utilizing spare cells
to fix timing violations are buffer insertion and gate sizing. By
inserting an adjacent buffer on a timing-violated path or by replacing
an original gate on the path with a spare cell which has the same
function and stronger driving capability may both improve the circuit
timing. After selecting spare cells to fix timing violations, spare-cell
rewiring (ECO routing) is performed to complete the optimization.
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To perform gate sizing and buffer insertion using spare cells,
Chen et al. proposed a timing optimization flow based on dynamic
programming [2]. Later, Lu et al. utilized buffer insertion to resolve
timing violations under input-slew and output-loading constraints [9].
Recently, Chen et al. proposed a reconfigurable ECO flow to optimize
circuit timing and minimize IR drop by gate sizing and buffer inser-
tion as well [1]. All of them sequentially perform gate sizing and/or
buffer insertion on one timing-violated path at a time. Although these
sequential manners can handle the problem efficiently, the lack of
global view may cause them to use more spare cells to fix timing
violations. Rewiring more spare cells typically implies that it is more
difficult to rewire all nets. It is also possible that the timing violations
cannot be resolved since the sequential methods cannot guarantee to
find a desired solution.
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Fig. 1. (a) A timing-violated path. (b) Spare cell rewiring by changing the
horizontal and the vertical metal layers. (c) Spare cell rewiring by changing
only the horizontal metal layer, and thus the mask for the vertical metal layer
can be reused to save the cost.

On the other hand, ECO routing is usually complicated due to
the large amount of existing wires/obstacles. A gridless router has
more flexibility to deal with such a routing environment than a grid-
based one. Cong et al. proposed an implicit connection graph to
model the routing plane [3]. However, their method tends to generate
too many graph nodes to perform a searching operation. Li et al.
presented a tile-based ECO router that increases its routing speed
with a routing graph reduction technique [8]. Another issue that has
not been addressed in the previous work is how to minimize the
number of rewiring layers, and therefore minimize mask re-spin cost.
See Fig. 1 for an example. Fig. 1(a) shows a timing-violated path
consisting of two original cells and two routing layers (one horizontal
metal layer and one vertical metal layer). If the lower spare cell is
chosen for performing gate sizing, the two metal masks must be
changed for ECO routing, as shown in Fig. 1(b). However, if we
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choose the upper spare cell for gate sizing, as illustrated in Fig. 1(c),
by using the unused/redundant wires left by the original cell, the
vertical metal layer can remain unchanged. Therefore, we can save
half of the mask re-spin cost.

In this paper, we introduce the problem of ECO timing optimiza-
tion and rewiring layer minimization. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first work for this problem. We propose a post-mask
ECO timing optimization flow consisting of two stages: (1) the
routing resource-aware spare-cell selection stage followed by (2) the
redundant-wires-aware ECO routing stage. Our algorithm iteratively
performs spare-cell selection and ECO routing to find the minimum
number of changed metal masks and via masks. Experimental results
based on five industry benchmarks show that our algorithm not only
effectively resolves timing violations but also reduces the number of
rewiring layers under reasonable runtime.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II gives
the preliminaries and the problem formulation of this paper. In Sec-
tion III, the flow of our algorithms is given. Section IV and Section V
detail the spare-cell selection algorithm and the ECO routing stage,
respectively. Experimental results are reported in Section VI. Finally,
we conclude our work in Section VII.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, the preliminaries of ECO timing optimization
problem and redundant wires are given. First, the timing model
and the bounding polygon technique used to identify spare-cell
candidates are described in Section II-A. Section II-B introduces
two types of redundant wires, and the problem formulation of ECO
timing optimization and rewiring layer minimization is presented in
Section II-C.

A. ECO Timing Optimization
A timing path is defined as a circuit path which begins with a

primary input or a flip-flop output pin and ends with a primary output
or a flip-flop input pin. In the spare-cell selection stage, we first
identify the timing paths violating the timing constraints, which are
defined as ECO paths [2].

To optimize ECO timing paths, we use gate sizing and buffer
insertion techniques illustrated in Fig. 2. We denote GE as the set of
gates along the ECO paths and GS as the set of spare cells. Fig. 2(a)
shows an ECO path composed of three gates. Suppose there are a
buffer-type spare cell gS2 and a gate-type spare cell with the same
function and stronger drivability gS1 adjacent to the ECO path. To fix
the timing violation, we may try to insert gS2 in an adjacent net, and
replace gE1 with the adjacent spare cell gS1 , as illustrated in Fig. 2(b).
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Fig. 2. (a) An ECO path and some adjacent spare cells. (b) A probable
solution by buffer insertion and gate sizing techniques.

To identify gate sizing and buffer insertion candidates for ECO
paths, we use the same timing model and bonding polygon technique
as in [2] to select spare cells only in the valid region of a gate and
prune other spare cells outside the bonding box. Another observation

presented in [2] is the shielding effect. Shielding effect states that
sizing a gate g(i) and inserting a buffer substantially affect the delays
of its fan-in and fan-out gates. But the influences on those gates not
directly connected to g(i) can be ignored. This property inspires our
concurrent ECO timing optimization method.

B. Redundant Wires
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Fig. 3. (a) The original netlist. (b) The netlist after gate-sizing operation.

In addition to optimizing all timing paths, the other objective is to
minimize the number of rewiring layers. Minimizing the number of
used spare cells and reusing redundant wires are two possible ways
to reach the objective. There are two types of redundant wires that
can be reused: (1) unused wires and (2) dummy metals.

Unused wires are generated from the original timing-violated
paths. When gate-sizing and buffer-insertion operations are performed
to fix the timing violations, the wires of original paths are released
and thus free, as shown in Fig. 3. Dummy metals used to achieve
layout uniformity are the second type of redundant wires. If the
unused wires and the dummy metals are on the metal layers whose
masks are unchanged, they remain on the metal layers and thus can
be reused as redundant wires. By reusing redundant wires, rewiring
nets can cross over many obstacles originally existing in a layout.
As a result, it is possible that the number of rewiring layers can be
reduced in the ECO routing stage.

C. Problem Formulation
Based on the above definition, the problem formulation of

redundant-wires-aware ECO timing and mask cost optimization can
be described as follows:

Problem 1: Given a routed layout with a set of placed spare cells,
perform metal-only ECO timing optimization by using gate-sizing
and buffer-insertion techniques such that all timing violated paths
are fixed and the number of rewiring layers is minimized.

III. THE ECO TIMING OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM FLOW
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Fig. 4. The ECO timing optimization flow.
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In this section, we present the overview of our ECO timing
optimization algorithm. Fig. 4 shows our ECO timing optimization
flow.

Given a routed chip layout as the input, we apply static timing
analysis (STA) to identify the timing-violated paths as the ECO paths.
Our ECO timing optimization flow consists of two major stages:
the routing resource-aware spare-cell selection stage followed by the
redundant-wires-aware ECO routing stage.

In the routing resource-aware spare-cell selection stage, we first
identify the spare-cell candidates of each ECO path. After that, we
group the ECO paths that share spare-cell candidates. For each group,
we construct a multi-commodity flow model and apply ILP to solve
the spare-cell selection problem. Under the constraints that all timing
violations have to be fixed, an optimal solution with the minimum
number of selected spare cells is generated. Finally, a tile-based
gridless router minimizing the number of rewiring layers by utilizing
redundant wires is applied to complete the routing. Since the spare-
cell selection ILP formulation depends on how many rewiring layers
are used, our algorithm needs to perform the spare-cell selection and
the ECO routing in an iterative way to find the minimum number of
rewiring layers.

We detail the two stages in Section IV and Section V, respectively.

IV. ROUTING-RESOURCE-AWARE SPARE-CELL
SELECTION

The objective of the spare-cell selection problem is to economize
routing resources when all paths meet their timing constraints. In this
section, we propose a multi-commodity flow model for this problem
and formulate the model into an ILP formulation. First, we show the
transformation from ECO paths and their spare-cell candidates to a
multi-commodity flow model in Section IV-A. Then, the basic ILP-
formulation for routing-resource-aware spare-cell selection problem
is presented in SectionIV-B. Finally, in Section IV-C, we provide an
ILP reduction technique and analyze the computational complexity
of the ILP formulation.

A. Multi-Commodity Model
On an ECO path, we use the same timing model and the same

bounding polygon technique in [2] to select spare-cell candidates
for each gate. Unlike the work [2] that handle ECO paths sequen-
tially, we perform ECO timing optimization on related ECO paths
simultaneously by grouping ECO paths according to their spare-cell
candidates. Two ECO paths would be grouped together if they share
some spare-cell candidates.
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Fig. 5. An example of the multi-commodity flow model, in which a buffer-
type spare cell can be selected by an ECO path.

By observing that the spare-cell selection problem is analogous
to the multi-commodity flow problem, we transform the grouped
ECO paths and their spare-cell candidates into a corresponding multi-
commodity flow model. Fig. 5 gives an example. There are two ECO
paths in the group. One is from flip-flop FF1 to flip-flop FF2, and
the other is from flip-flop FF1 to flip-flop FF3. Spare cell gS1 is a
buffering candidate of the net driven by gate gE2 along ECO path 1. To
incorporate the spare cell into our flow model, we add edges (gE2 , gS1 )
and (gS1 , FF2). Therefore, Fig. 5 shows two possible paths routed
from gE2 to FF2. In the case of overlapping ECO paths, gate-sizing

and buffer-insertion operations must be performed on all the paths
simultaneously. As shown in Fig. 6(a), there are two overlapping
ECO paths. The spare cell gS1 is a sizing candidate of the gate gE3 .
Since the gates gE1 and gE2 must route through either the gate gE3
or the spare cell gS1 at the same time, we add the nodes defined as
intermediate nodes to achieve this goal, as shown in Fig. 6(b). By
adding intermediate nodes, we can force the two ECO paths to route
through the same intermediate node in our ILP formulation.
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Fig. 6. Incorporating a spare cell into the flow model with overlapped ECO
paths. (a) The original netlist. (b) The corresponding multi-commodity flow
model with intermediate nodes.

B. Basic ILP Formulation

After we construct the multi-commodity flow model, we can
get a directed graph H = (V,E) in which a node represents a
gate, an I/O pin, or a flip-flop in the model, and a directed edge
represents a possible way/edge of ECO paths. Then, we can use an
ILP formulation to select spare cells. Our objectives are to economize
routing resources for ECO routing and to select spare cells with better
routability. We observed that rewiring nets with more redundant wires
in their neighborhoods are more likely to be rewired successfully.
Therefore, we try to use the minimum number of spare cells to fix
all timing violations and use those spare cells with higher redundant-
wire densities. On the other hand, since we cannot decide which
unused wires would be generated before the spare-cell selection, we
use the density of dummy metals to predict the routability of a spare
cell.

The notations used in the ILP formulation are as follows:
• K: group of ECO paths.
• GE : set of gates along the given ECO paths.
• GS : set of spare-cell candidates.
• E: set of edges in the directed graph.
• I: set of intermediate nodes.
• s(k): source flip-flop of a path k, k ∈ K.
• t(k): sink flip-flop of a path k, k ∈ K.
• ei,j : directed edge representing interconnection from gate i to

gate j.
• K(ei,j): set of ECO paths flowing through edge ei,j .
• d(ei,j): delay of gate i and interconnection delay from gate i

to gate j.
• D(ei,j): dummy metal gain of routing through edge ei,j . If gate

i or gate j is a spare cell, D(ei,j) is determined by the dummy
metal density in the bounding box that encloses gate i and all
its fan-out gates. Otherwise, D(ei,j) is assigned a large number
M that is not less than any dummy metal gain.

• fk(ei,j): 0-1 integer variable that denotes if an ECO path k is
routed through ei,j . fk(ei,j) = 1 if the path k is routed from
gate i to gate j through ei,j ; fk(ei,j) = 0, otherwise.

• Tclock: clock period.
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• Tsetup(k): setup time of the end point of an ECO path k. If the
end point is a primary output, Tsetup(k) is zero.

• Ls(k): clock latency from the clock root to the source flip-flop
of an ECO path k. If the source is a primary input, Ls(k) is
zero.

• Lt(k): clock latency from the clock root to the sink flip-flop of
an ECO path k. If the sink is a primary output, Lt(k) is zero.

Based on the notations, the spare-cell selection problem can be
formulated as follows:

maximize
∑

ei,j∈E

∑
k∈K

fk (ei,j)×D(ei,j)

subject to
∑

es(k),j∈E

fk(es(k),j) = 1, ∀k ∈ K, (1)

∑
ei,t(k)∈E

fk(ei,t(k)) = 1, ∀k ∈ K, (2)

∑
ei,j∈E

fk(ei,j)× d(ei,j)

≤ Tclock + Lt(k)− Ls(k)− Tsetup(k), ∀k ∈ K, (3)∑
eh,i∈E

fk(eh,i) =
∑

ei,j∈E

fk(ei,j),

∀i ∈ GE ∪GS ∪ I, ∀k ∈ K, (4)∑
ei,j∈E

 1

|K(ei,j)|
∑

k∈K(ei,j)

fk(ei,j)

 ≤ 1,∀j ∈ GS , (5)

fk1(ei,j) = fk2(ei,j),∀k1, k2 ∈ Kei,j ,∀ei,j ∈ E. (6)

The objective function is to maximize the total dummy metal
gain, which would be achieved by selecting the minimum number
of spare cells and selecting the spare cells with higher dummy metal
densities while the timing constraints are all satisfied. Constraint 1
and Constraint 2 ensure that all ECO paths can find a unique way
by assigning the amount of flow from the source flip-flop to the
sink flip-flop to be 1. Constraint 3 ensures that the slack of each
ECO path is non-negative. Constraint 4 is used to guarantee that
the number of paths flowing into a node is equal to that draining
from the node. Constraint 5 guarantees that no two non-overlapping
ECO paths route through a spare cell. Fig. 7 shows an example for
this constraint. There are three ECO paths in Fig. 7(a). s(k) and t(k)
represent the source and the sink of an ECO path k, respectively. The
notation {k1, k2, . . .} on an edge denotes the set K(ei,j) of an edge
ei,j . Fig. 7(b) shows the multi-commodity flow model of Fig. 7(a).
Since the buffer-type spare cell gS2 can only be used by either ECO
path 3 or ECO paths 1 and 2, Constraint 5 ensures that at most one
of the two paths passes through gS2 . Finally, under Constraint 6, the
overlapping part of any two ECO paths can be forced to perform
gate sizing or buffer insertion simultaneously. As shown in Fig. 7,
ECO path 1 and ECO path 2 are overlapped on gate gE3 . Therefore,
they have to either perform gate sizing on spare cell gS1 or maintain
the original paths passing through gE3 at the same time. This can be
guaranteed by adding the intermediate nodes and Constraint 6.

Although the above formulation guarantees to find an optimal
solution, it may suffer from high time complexity when the number of
ECO paths grows exponentially. Therefore, it is necessary to provide
ILP reduction techniques to reduce the numbers of variables and
constraints.

C. Optimality-Preserving ILP Reductions
Now we present ILP reduction techniques to reduce the numbers of

variables and constraints. In order to maintain the solution optimality,
only the redundant solutions can be reduced.
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Fig. 7. (a) The original netlist. (b) The corresponding multi-commodity flow
model.

Since ECO paths do not route through every edge, we do not
need to define |K| decision variables fk(ei,j),∀k ∈ K, for each
edge. Instead, we only define |K(ei,j)| decision variables on edge
ei,j . Therefore, the number of the decision variables is reduced from
|E||K| to

∑
ei,j∈E

|Ke(i,j)|. Further, with the variables reduction,
we can reduce the number of Constraint 4 from (|GE | + |GS | +
|I|)|K| to

∑
i∈GE∪GS∪I

|
∪

j∈FO(i)
K(ei,j)|, where FO(i) is the

set of fan-out nodes of i.
In addition, the number of Constraint 6 dominates all other

constraints,which is
∑

ei,j∈E
|K(ei,j)|(|K(ei,j)| − 1)/2. This can

be reduced to
∑

ei,j∈E
(2|K(ei,j)| + 3) by applying the following

formulation. For each edge ei,j , we define

A(ei,j) = AND(fk1(ei,j), f
k2(ei,j), . . .), (7)

O(ei,j) = OR(fk1(ei,j), f
k2(ei,j), . . .),

k1, k2, . . . ∈ K(ei,j). (8)

Then, Constraint 6 can be transformed as follows:

A(ei,j) = O(ei,j), ∀ei,j ∈ E. (9)

We need |K(ei,j)| + 1 constraints to formulate each of A(ei,j)
and O(ei,j) in the model. Therefore, we can reduce the num-
ber of Constraint 6 from

∑
ei,j∈E

|K(ei,j)|(|K(ei,j)| − 1)/2 to∑
ei,j∈E

(2|K(ei,j)|+ 3). Constraint 6 can be transformed into the
following constraints.

A(ei,j)− fk(ei,j) ≤ 0, ∀k ∈ K(ei,j), ∀e(i, j) ∈ E, (10)

A(ei,j)−
∑

k∈K(ei,j)

fk(ei,j) + |K(ei,j)| − 1 ≥ 0,

∀ei,j ∈ E, (11)

O(ei,j)− fk(ei,j) ≥ 0,∀k ∈ K(ei,j), ∀ei,j ∈ E, (12)

O(ei,j)−
∑

k∈K(ei,j)

fk(ei,j) ≤ 0, ∀ei,j ∈ E, (13)

A(ei,j) = O(ei,j), ∀ei,j ∈ E. (14)

We have the following theorem for the complexity reduction by
applying the above techniques:

Theorem 1: By applying the above techniques, the number of ILP
variables can be reduced from |E||K| to

∑
ei,j∈E

|K(ei,j)| and
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the number of ILP constraints can be reduced from O(|K||GE | +
|K||GS |+ |K|2|E|) to O(|K|(|GE |+ |GS |+ |E|)).

Note that since |E| dominates the complexity, the problem size can
significantly be reduced. Moreover, since only redundant variables are
deleted, we have the following theorem for the solution optimality
(i.e., the maximum total dummy metal gain):

Theorem 2: The reduced ILP formulation preserves the solution
optimality and provides a solution with the maximum total dummy
metal gain.

V. ECO ROUTING CONSIDERING REDUNDANT WIRES

In this section, we utilize the two types of redundant wires for
spare-cell routing to minimize the number of rewiring layers.

Since the I/O pins of spare cells are on metal-1 layer, if we use
metal-L, L ̸= 1, to rewire spare cells, the metal masks and via masks
from metal-1 to metal-L must be continuously changed. Therefore,
our router iteratively finds the minimum number of rewiring layers
by starting from using only metal-1. Note that the usages of the
two types of redundant wires are different. The unused wires on
different layers may be connected with each other through existing
vias. On the other hand, dummy metals on different layers are not
connected through vias. Therefore, only the dummy metals on the
lowest unchanged metal layer can be used to rewire (since the via
layer right below this lowest unchanged metal layer can be used to
connect the dummy metals, while the via layer above this lowest
unchanged metal layer remains unchanged).

: dummy metals : obstacles : routing paths

Metal-2

s
t

s
t

Metal-1

tt

(a) (b)

Fig. 8. (a) Routing configuration before rewiring. (b) Rewiring a net by
reusing a dummy metal.

For those metal layers used for rewiring, we keep all existing
wires unchanged but remove unused wires for better routability. The
existing wires become a large amount of obstacles. Since the direction
of the dummy metals on the lowest unchanged layer is perpendicular
to that of the top rewiring layer, as shown in Fig. 8(a), the dummy
metals are useful to route over the obstacles, as shown in Fig. 8(b).

As the flow shown in Fig. 4, after a solution is generated by solving
ILP, the ECO router tries to route all nets on metal-1. Once any
rewiring net cannot be routed by using only metal-1, the dummy
metals on metal- 2 have to be considered and the ILP problem has
to be solved again. By this iterative manner, the minimum number
of rewiring layers can be found when all rewiring nets can be routed
successfully.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

TABLE I
STATISTICS OF THE BENCHMARK CIRCUITS.

Circuit name Gate count # Spare cells # ECO paths TNS (ns) # Layers # Nets

Industry1 28927 860 16 9.8 8 28167

Industry2 200504 860 80 312.0 8 199849

Industry3 91107 860 27 319.0 8 90443

Industry4 18932 860 22 70.0 8 18265

Industry5 38011 8600 137 161.0 8 29603

Our algorithm was implemented in the C++ programming lan-
guage on a 2.33GHz Linux workstation with 12 GB memory. The

public SCIP [11] is applied to solve the ILP. The experiments were
evaluated with five industrial designs adopted in [2]. The profiles of
these circuits are given in Table I, where “Circuit name” lists the
names of circuits, “Gate count” lists the number of gates of each
circuit, “# Spare cells” gives the number of spare cells, “# ECO
paths” gives the number of timing-violated paths before optimization,
“TNS” gives the amount of total negative slacks, “# Layers” gives
the number of layers of each circuit, and “# Nets” gives the number
of nets of each circuit which have been routed.

Table II compares two algorithms: (1) DCP which is a sequential
spare-cell selection algorithm based on dynamic programming in [2]
and (2) our routing resource-aware spare-cell selection with ILP
reductions. Both of DCP and our algorithm apply the bounding
polygon technique proposed in [2]. Since DCP does not fix all the
timing violations in Industry3 and Industry4, the numbers of used
spare cells in Industry3 and Industry4 of DCP are not available.
Table II shows that our routing resource-aware spare-cell selection
algorithm not only resolves all timing violations, but also uses much
fewer (14% in average compared with DCP) spare cells than DCP. Es-
pecially for a circuit with many timing-violated paths, like Industry5,
DCP uses many more spare cells because the sequential optimization
method performs gate-sizing and buffer-insertion operations without
considering global optimality. Further, when a large amount of spare
cells are used to fix timing violations, the success rate of rewiring all
nets is decreased. Even worse, timing violations may not be resolved
by DCP, like Industry4, because the sequential manner does not
guarantee to get a desired solution.

In addition, since there is no previous work on the ECO timing
optimization considering redundant wires, we compare our ECO
timing optimization flow with DCP followed by our redundant-wires-
aware ECO routing in Table III. In the column of “# changed masks”,
L represents metal masks and V represents the extra via mask used
to access redundant wires. For example, 1L + 1V means that the
changed masks are metal-1 and one additional via mask via-12 such
that we can use the redundant wires on metal-2. 2L+1V means that
we use metal-1, via mask via-12, and metal-2 to rewire, but we do
not use redundant wires on metal-3. Since DCP does not fix all the
timing violations in Industry3 and Industry4, we do not rewire the
circuits. For Industry5, DCP followed by our redundant-wires-aware
ECO routing cannot route all the rewiring nets by using metal-1 to
metal-8 because the number of used spare cells are so many that the
number of rewiring nets significantly increased. In the cases without
changing the extra via mask such as Industry2 in our results, the
rewiring nets cannot be routed to the upper adjacent layer and thus
the numbers of reused dummy metals and reused unused wires are
zero.

Observing from the experimental results, minimizing the number
of used spare cells and considering redundant wires in the spare-cell
selection stage can reduce the number of rewiring layers. Besides, the
number of reused dummy metals in each case are much more than
the number of reused unused wires, as shown in Table III. Namely,
dummy metals are the main redundant wires that can be reused
to rewire. Therefore, considering the density of dummy metals on
routing paths in the spare-cell selection stage to predict the routability
in ECO routing stage is desirable.

Fig. 9 shows the routing layout of Industry5. In Industry5, we
use metal-1 as the rewiring layer, and we further reuse the dummy
metals on metal-2 and the unused wires on metal-2 to metal-8 to
complete ECO routing. The red lines are existing wires on metal-1.
The black lines in the figure mark the routing paths of the rewiring
nets. Fig. 10(a) and Fig. 10(b) show parts of a rewiring net on metal-
1 and metal-2, respectively. Since metal-1 is a horizontal layer, the
obstacles are mostly horizontal wires such that the rewiring nets are
difficult to route vertically. However, as shown in Fig. 10(b), by
reusing a dummy metal, the rewiring net can easily cross over the
obstacles without detour.
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TABLE II
COMPARISON BETWEEN DCP [2] AND OUR ROUTING RESOURCE-AWARE SPARE-CELL SELECTION.

Initial

TNS (ns) TNS (ns) Imp. ratio
# Used

spare cells

Run time

(s)
TNS (ns) Imp. ratio

# Used

spare cells

Run time

(s)

Industry1 9.8 0.00 100.00% 4 6.12 0.00 100.00% 1 42.42

Industry2 312.0 0.00 100.00% 13 25.71 0.00 100.00% 7 109.48

Industry3 319.0 14.93 95.32% N/A 12.33 0.00 100.00% 4 26.29

Industry4 70.0 6.27 91.04% N/A 24.31 0.00 100.00% 13 55.41

Industry5 161.0 0.00 100.00% 122 1761.16 0.00 100.00% 7 3182.87

Avg. 97.27% 46.33 0.54x 100.00% 6.4 1.00

Circuit

name

DCP [2] Ours with ILP reduction

TABLE III
COMPARISON BETWEEN DCP [2] FOLLOWED BY OUR REDUNDANT-WIRES-AWARE ECO ROUTING AND OUR COMPLETE ECO TIMING OPTIMIZATION

FLOW.

TNS

(ns)

# Used

spare cells

# Rewiring

nets

# Reused

dummy metals

# Reused

unused wires

# Changed

masks

Run

time (s)

TNS

(ns)

# Used

spare cells

# Rewiring

nets

# Reused

dummy metals

# Reused

unused wires

# Changed

masks

Run

time (s)

Industry1 0.00 4 8 0 0 2L + 1V 37.20 0.00 1 2 32 1 1L + 1V 46.96

Industry2 0.00 13 32 0 0 2L + 1V 127.43 0.00 7 13 0 0 2L + 1V 377.56

Industry3 14.93 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 12.33 0.00 4 5 12 0 1L + 1V 1149.89

Industry4 6.27 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 24.31 0.00 13 17 237 8 1L + 1V 68.69

Industry5 0.00 122 331 N/A N/A N/A 2063.25 0.00 7 21 402 19 1L + 1V 3206.91

Circuit

name

DCP [2] + Our redundnat-wires-aware ECO routing Our spare-cell selection + Our redundnat-wires-aware ECO routing

Fig. 9. The routing wires on metal-1 in Industry5. The black lines mark the
routing paths of the rewiring nets.

(a) (b)

Fig. 10. (a) Part of a rewiring net on metal-1. (b) Part of a rewiring net on
metal-2.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented a post-mask ECO timing optimization
flow considering redundant wires reused to minimize mask re-spin
cost. Compared with the prior work, our spare-cell selection algorithm
offers a more global view on timing optimization and simultaneously
performs gate sizing and buffer insertion on overlapping ECO paths.

Experimental results based on five industry designs have shown that
our flow with redundant wires reuse not only robustly resolves all
timing violations, but also reduces mask re-spin cost under reasonable
runtime.
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